Motivation: Query-based biclustering techniques allow interrogating a gene expression compendium with a given gene or gene list. They do so by searching for genes in the compendium that have a profile close to the average expression profile of the genes in this query-list. As it can often not be guaranteed that the genes in a long query-list will all be mutually coexpressed, it is advisable to use each gene separately as a query. This approach, however, leaves the user with a tedious post-processing of partially redundant biclustering results. The fact that for each query-gene multiple parameter settings need to be tested in order to detect the 'most optimal bicluster size' adds to the redundancy problem. Results: To aid with this post-processing, we developed an ensemble approach to be used in combination with query-based biclustering. The method relies on a specifically designed consensus matrix in which the biclustering outcomes for multiple querygenes and for different possible parameter settings are merged in a statistically robust way. Clustering of this matrix results in distinct, non-redundant consensus biclusters that maximally reflect the information contained within the original query-based biclustering results. The usefulness of the developed approach is illustrated on a biological case study in Escherichia coli. Availability and implementation: Compiled Matlab code is available from
INTRODUCTION
With the large body of publicly available gene expression data, compendia are being compiled that assess gene expression in a plethora of conditions. Comparing one's own experimental data with these large scale gene expression compendia allows own findings to be viewed in a more global cellular context, and inconsistencies between public data and own experiments to be pinpointed. Query-based search approaches such as * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
prioritization-based methods (Adler et al., 2009; Hibbs et al., 2007; Owen et al., 2003) and query-based biclustering techniques (Dhollander et al., 2007; Ihmels et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2011) have been developed to query a gene expression compendium for genes that are coexpressed with a given gene or gene list (the query). These approaches generally combine gene with condition selection to identify genes that are coexpressed with the query in a subset of the compendium conditions.
Query-based methods usually work well when the query-list contains one gene only or a set of genes that are mutually tightly coexpressed, since they query the expression compendium with the average expression profile of the query-set. However, when querylists are compiled from the output of experimental assays this list will often contain genes with diverse expression profiles. For instance, a query-list derived from a ChIP-chip experiment might partition into different coexpressed groups depending on which other trancription factors (TFs) the ChIP-assayed TF is interacting with. Hence, when faced with a query-set that is heterogeneous in its expression, the query-profile will be deteriorated, and query-based methods will fail to output meaningful clustering results. Running query-based methods on each gene from the query-list separately circumvents this problem, but will inevitably result in at least partially redundant bicluster solutions as mutually coexpressed genes within the query will output similar biclusters.
A second issue when using query-based biclustering relates to the definition of a threshold on the minimal level by which the bicluster genes should be coexpressed with the query-gene. Indeed, it is often not a priori known how tightly a set of genes should be coexpressed to be biologically meaningful. In addition, this level of coexpression might depend on the biological process the querygenes are involved in (some processes are more tightly coexpressed than others). To allow for a maximum flexibility, some query-based biclustering methods offer the possibility to use a resolution sweep in which a whole range of possible threshold values is scanned. The most relevant solutions can then be selected a posteriori, either based on the intuition of the user or by using other ad hoc defined selection criteria (such as functional over-representation).
The combined effect of having to run query-based biclustering on each of the genes from the query-list separately with the fact that for each of these single runs also an optional parameter sweep can be performed will result in a whole set of highly redundant biclustering results.
In this work, we developed an ensemble approach to merge such multiple query-based biclustering results into a few non-redundant Step 1: genes from an input-list are each taken separately as a query for QDB (Dhollander et al., 2007) . For each query-gene QDB results in a gene score and condition score matrix (G and C refer respectively to the gene and condition dimension of the matrices), containing for each value of the resolution parameter (indicated with Res) a score that reflects to what extent the respective gene or condition belongs to the bicluster. Shades of grey are representative for the magnitude of the gene scores and condition scores.
Step 2: constructing the consensus matrix proceeds in two steps in which first for each query a gene-specific consensus matrix is constructed from its gene score matrix. This gene-specific consensus matrix summarizes for each query-gene the biclustering-solution obtained at different values of the resolution parameter. In the second step, the gene-specific consensus matrices for all genes in the query-list are merged into a single consensus matrix, representing the frequency of co-occurrence (again indicated by shades of grey) of two genes in the different biclustering solutions that contain at least one of the genes of the pair.
Step 3: next, by applying graph clustering, the consensus matrix is partitioned into consensus clusters.
Step 4: eventually, consensus biclusters can be obtained by retrieving for each consensus cluster the corresponding conditions from the original QDB-solutions.
consensus biclusters. The usefulness of the developed approach is illustrated on a biological case study.
OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH
In our work, the goal is to use query-based biclustering to interrogate gene expression compendia for query-lists heterogeneous in their expression profiles. To this end we introduce a 'split-and-merge strategy' in which query-based biclustering is applied to each gene of the query-list separately (split step) (Fig. 1, Step 1) and redundant results are subsequently summarized using an ensemble strategy (merge step) (Fig. 1, Steps 2-4) .
As a query-based biclustering algorithm, we used query-driven biclustering (QDB) (Dhollander et al., 2007) as this one incorporates a resolution sweep approach. In this resolution sweep, in a single run of the algorithm the parameter that determines the level of coexpression of the genes within a bicluster is varied. Hence, QDB results for each query-gene in a gene and condition score matrix, which contain for each setting of the resolution parameter respectively the gene and condition scores, i.e. the probability of a gene/condition to belong to the bicluster (Fig. 1, Step 1) .
In the ensemble strategy, we separate the task of merging the gene sets obtained for the query-genes from that of merging the condition sets. We first merge different biclustering results in the gene direction. To this end, a consensus matrix (Fig. 1, Step 2) is built that represents the evidence for co-clustering of genes within a certain gene pair by assessing how often these genes co-occur in multiple biclustering results of the data (Monti et al., 2003) .
Construction of this consensus matrix runs over two phases. In a first phase, we summarize in a gene-specific consensus matrix for each query-gene the multiple biclustering results obtained by applying the resolution sweep approach of QDB. We reason that genes that co-occur in both fine-grained and coarser-grained biclusters, corresponding to a decreasing tightness of coexpression, are more likely to be truly functionally related than genes that only co-occur in coarser-grained biclusters. Therefore, genes that frequently co-occur over the results obtained with the varying resolution parameter will obtain higher consensus scores (i.e. have a higher weight of belonging to the same consensus bicluster) than those that only sporadically co-occur. This first step is only needed when applying a query-based biclustering algorithm that uses a resolution sweep (e.g. Dhollander et al., 2007; Ihmels et al., 2002) .
In a second phase, the gene-specific consensus matrices of the different query-genes are merged into a single consensus matrix, which summarizes the outcomes of all query-based biclustering runs obtained for all the query-genes in the list. Query-genes with a similar expression profile result in redundant biclustering results, while query-genes with mutually very different expression profiles are expected to result in different non-redundant bicluster solutions. To summarize these results we designed a consensus strategy that both reduces redundancy, by combining genes that cocluster consistently across different runs, but also retains biclustering outcomes specific to a certain query-gene. As such we retain as much information as possible contained in the original query-based biclustering runs.
In a last step (Fig. 1, Step 3) consensus clusters are extracted from the consensus matrix by using graph clustering. Each resulting consensus cluster consists of genes that repeatedly co-occur over different query-based biclustering runs. Finally, for each of the obtained consensus clusters the corresponding conditions are retrieved from the original biclustering-outputs (Fig. 1, Step 4) .
METHODS

QDB
The strategy proposed in this article can be used in conjunction with any query-based strategy. For illustrative purposes we use here the QDB algorithm (Dhollander et al., 2007) . As QDB incorporates a resolution sweep approach, one run of the algorithm on a single query-gene (the 'QDB-run') outputs multiple biclustering solutions, each corresponding to a different value of the resolution parameter. We further refer to the output of one such run as the 'QDB-solution'.
Ensemble approach for QDB
Consensus matrix construction
In a first step, all results for a single QDB-run of a single query-gene from the input list, obtained for n res different values of the resolution parameter, are merged into a gene-specific consensus matrix according to the same principle as Monti et al. (2003) . Matrix entries C (r) ij reflect the average genepair-to-bicluster membership as estimated over all results obtained at different settings of the resolution parameter (i.e. the coexpression threshold):
Here, Gs i,t represents the gene score for gene i for the t-th value of in total n res possible values for the resolution parameter. We obtain in total n qdb genespecific consensus matrices, one for every query-gene:
ij ,...,C (n qdb ) ij . In a second step, these gene-specific consensus matrices are merged into a final consensus matrix, which summarizes the outcomes of the QDB-runs of all n qdb query-genes in the input list. For this purpose, we introduce a distributed consensus matrix construction approach. Here, the frequency of co-occurrence for a gene-pair ij (i.e. the consensus score) is calculated as the element-wise sum of the entries C (r) ij across n qdb gene-specific consensus matrices, normalized by the number of gene-specific consensus matrices in which a certain gene pair co-occurred:
j ) representing the co-occurrence function, which is 1 if both genes belong to the same gene-specific consensus matrix and otherwise 0. The reason for this altered normalization as compared to the gene-specific consensus matrix is that simply averaging the gene-specific matrices over all n qdb QDB-runs would erroneously down weigh those gene pairs specific to a certain QDB-run (i.e. the non-redundant biclustering solutions) and reward gene pairs that were retrieved by QDB-runs of multiple query-genes (i.e. those that occur in the biclustering result obtained for query-genes that are mutually coexpressed).
We also tested whether the following transformations of the consensus matrix could further improve the quality of the obtained ensemble solution:
• The Topological Overlap Matrix (TOM) (Zhang and Horvath, 2005) , which replaces the consensus scores by the topological overlap. This topological overlap reflects for each gene pair not only its pairwise cooccurrence, but increases the score if both genes in a pair frequently co-occur with the same other genes in the output of the QDB-runs.
• Pruning the consensus matrix by setting statistically insignificant consensus scores (i.e. low consensus scores) to zero. Statistical relevance of consensus scores is assessed by the disparity filter (Serrano et al., 2009 ) to a null model and sets the least significant scores to zero. We choose our significance threshold such that the sum of the pruned consensus matrix did not fall below 90% of the sum of the non-pruned consensus matrix, this in order to avoid eliminating too many elements with large consensus scores from the matrix.
Extracting consensus clusters from the consensus matrix
This step aims at obtaining non-redundant consensus clusters from the consensus matrix. This problem can be approached as the clustering of a weighted graph, with weighted edges representing the gene consensus scores and nodes representing the genes. We compared several graph clustering methods that can be applied to weighted graphs. These methods include the Newman spectral modularity algorithm (Newman, 2006) , affinity propagation (AP) (Frey and Dueck, 2007) , Markov clustering (MCL) (Van Dongen, 2000) , hierarchical clustering and a recently published fuzzy spectral graph clustering method (Joshi et al., 2008) .
The Newman spectral modularity algorithm and the fuzzy spectral method select automatically the number of clusters. To select the optimal number of clusters for AP, MCL and hierarchical clustering we used respectively the default parameters, the efficiency measure (Van Dongen, 2000) and the median split silhouette coefficient (Pollard and van der Laan, 2005) .
Consensus clusters not containing any of the genes included in the querylist were discarded, as they were of no further relevance to the study.
Obtaining consensus biclusters
To map the conditions to the consensus clusters, we trace back the obtained consensus clusters to the original QDB-solutions from which they were derived. To find the corresponding QDB-solutions we use the geometric coefficient (Goldberg and Roth, 2003) to quantify the overlap in the gene content between a consensus clusters and each of the original QDB-solutions:
with G cons representing the genes in the consensus cluster and G qdb the genes in the original QDB-solution. Since, each QDB-solution corresponds to different gene sets retrieved for different values of the resolution parameter, the overlap is calculated for the results obtained for each resolution separately. The condition score vector that corresponds to the resolution for which this overlap is maximized is then retained. Next, the condition consensus scores for a particular consensus cluster are calculated as the weighted mean of all condition score vectors retained for this consensus cluster. The weight is chosen equal to the geometric coefficient, hence giving higher weight to condition score vectors belonging to bicluster outcomes better reflected by the consensus clusters. Finally conditions with a consensus score exceeding 0.75 (conditions occur in at least 75% of the condition score vectors) are retained.
Applying the ensemble biclustering approach
As a proof of concept we applied the proposed ensemble biclustering approach to presumed targets of the fumarate nitrate reduction transcriptional regulator (FNR) obtained by ChIP-chip analysis (Grainger et al., 2007) . In this experiment binding of FNR under anaerobic conditions was evaluated. The authors identified 63 genomic regions at which FNR binds. These 63 genomic regions were mapped to 90 genes as the authors assigned a bound region located in the promoter region of two divergently regulated genes to both genes (Grainger et al., 2007) . Each of the 90 potential FNR-targets was used separately as query in the QDB-algorithm (Dhollander et al., 2007) . As a gene expression dataset an Escherichia coli gene expression compendium spanning 870 conditions was used (Lemmens et al., 2009) . For each of these query-genes 200 biclustering outcomes were obtained corresponding to 200 different values of the resolution parameter. For 44 out of the 90 query-genes QDB-solutions could be retrieved which contained all together 61 out of the 90 FNR ChIPchip targets. For the remaining 29 genes no significant QDB-solutions were obtained, either because no additional genes were found to be coexpressed with the query-gene (26 cases) or because the number of conditions under which the genes were found to be coexpressed was not sufficient (here at least 10 conditions were required to be included in the bicluster).
For each of these 44 query-genes a gene-specific consensus matrix was constructed to aggregate its 200 biclustering outcomes. QDB-solutions for each of these 44 query-genes were at least partially overlapping ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), therefore these 44 gene-specific consensus matrices are merged into one consensus matrix. Consensus biclusters are finally obtained by applying graph clustering to the (transformed) consensus matrix and by retrieving the matching condition set from the 44 QDB-solutions.
To analyse the gene content of these consensus biclusters gene functional GO-categories were taken from EcoCyc (Keseler et al., 2009) . To verify the presence of known FNR-targets within the consensus biclusters the known E. coli regulatory network was taken from RegulonDB (Gama-Castro et al., 2008) . Heatmap visualizations of the consensus biclusters were made by using ViTraM (Sun et al., 2009 ).
Performance evaluation
Comparison of different ensemble designs
To assess the impact of using a certain combination of matrix transformation and graph clustering approach (hereto further referred as the 'ensemble design'), we introduce the following quality measures for the obtained consensus biclusters:
• Degree to which the consensus biclusters recapitulate the information contained within the original QDB-solutions: The agreement calculates for each consensus bicluster its maximal overlap in number of genes with the original QDB-solution, by the geometric coefficient [see formula (3)]. By averaging this measure for the different consensus biclusters obtained from a single consensus matrix, a global agreement measure for all consensus clusters was obtained. The agreement is asymmetric: different consensus biclusters might show maximal overlap with the same QDB-solution and hence the overlap might be high while the consensus solution is biased towards certain QDBsolutions only. Therefore we also calculate the query-gene coverage (coverage measure), which assesses whether the obtained consensus biclusters cover the information content of the QDB-solutions in its entirety. The query-gene coverage is calculated as the number of query-genes in the original QDB-solutions that belong to a non-trivial consensus bicluster (i.e. a consensus bicluster with more than 1 gene).
• Degree to which consensus clusters remove redundancy: The redundancy measure evaluates the extent to which the consensus biclusters are able to reduce the redundancy present in the original QDB-solutions. We assume that query-genes with largely overlapping (or highly redundant) QDB-solutions should belong to the same consensus bicluster. Consequently, we use Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) (Strehl and Ghosh, 2002) to assess how well a clustering of the query-genes based on overlap in their QDB-solutions corresponds to the partitioning of the query-genes according to the consensus biclusters (see Supplementary Data for more information on this measure).
• Biological relevance: The functional coherence measure assesses the biological relevance of the set of consensus biclusters produced from the consensus matrix. For each consensus bicluster a P-value for functional enrichment is calculated using the hypergeometric test (P < 0.01, Bonferroni-corrected for multiple testing). As from each consensus matrix multiple consensus biclusters are obtained, we use the clustering score function (Asur et al., 2007) to aggregate all P-values obtained for all consensus biclusters derived from the same consensus matrix into a single score. Let n s be the number of significantly enriched clusters and n i the number of insignificant clusters for a P-value cut-off c, then the functional coherence of a consensus solution is defined as follows:
• Statistical quality: We also assessed the objective quality of the consensus biclusters by assessing whether consensus clusters derived from the consensus matrix have more intra-cluster edges than betweencluster edges as evaluated by the modularity function. Modularity Q (Newman, 2004) compares, given a clustering and corresponding consensus matrix C ij , the fraction of the edges that falls within a given cluster minus the expected fraction if edges were distributed at random. The higher the modularity the better the cluster separation, with a maximum value of 1 for strong modular structures. Let k i be the degree of node i, m the total number of edges and the δ function yields 1 if vertices i and j belong to the same cluster (otherwise the function is 0), then the modularity is given by:
Each of these metrics has a maximum value of 1, which makes their interpretation and comparison rather straightforward.
Comparison with standard application of query-based biclustering
We also compared the here introduced ensemble approach with the standard application of QDB as described in (Dhollander et al., 2007 ):
• Takes one or multiple query-genes as input. In case of the latter, the average expression profile of the query-genes is used as query-profile.
• Uses a resolution sweep approach to scan multiple possible biclustering solutions. Selection of the most appropriate biclustering solution for a certain range of resolution parameter values is based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) that comes with the algorithm (Dhollander et al., 2007) .
For this comparison we used the overlap measure which assesses for a certain method the redundancy or overlap of its biclustering solutions. This measure corresponds to the proportion of the biclustering solutions for which the gene content overlaps at least 70% with that of another biclustering solution obtained by the same method. Overlap is calculated by the geometric coefficient [formula (3)].
Comparison with state-of-the-art biclustering
We used the stateof-the-art biclustering methods SAMBA and ISA for comparison. SAMBA was applied through the Expander software package (Ulitsky et al., 2010) , whereas for ISA the R-implementation was used (Csardi et al., 2010) .
Code availability
The code for the ensemble framework was implemented in Matlab version 7.10.0 and the compiled code is freely available from http:// homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~kmarchal/Supplementary_Information_DeSmet _2011/. For the E.coli ChIP-chip results, running the ensemble code on the 44 biclustering outcomes took 30 min on a 2800 MHz Dual-Core AMD Opteron(tm).
RESULTS
Comparison different ensemble designs
To develop an ensemble approach that was able to maximally remove redundancy by merging the outcome of redundant biclusters into a single consensus bicluster, while also retaining as much as possible the information contained within the original querybased biclustering results (the results obtained before applying the ensemble approach), we tested (i) different transformations of the final consensus matrix (see Section 3) and (ii) different graph clustering methods (see Section 3) to extract the consensus biclusters from the consensus matrix. The final consensus matrix, before applying any of the matrix transformation methods, was obtained as described in Section 3.3. For this comparison we used the evaluation metrics defined in Section 3.4.1. We applied all possible combinations of consensus matrix transformation and graph clustering methods. Their effect seemed not to be confounded as the effect of using a different consensus matrix transformation was the same irrespective of the used graph clustering method and vice versa ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ). Therefore, we here only show the results of representative cases.
Regarding the effect of using different transformations ( Fig. 2A , showing the results for fuzzy clustering), it seems that the best results were obtained with a pruned consensus matrix rather than with a non-transformed consensus matrix or a TOM. Compared to not using any transformation, pruning the consensus matrix resulted in consensus biclusters that better represented the original QDB-solutions ('agreement'), that were more biologically relevant ('functional coherence') and that were more densely connected ('modularity'). Pruning the consensus matrix seems to improve the outcome of the ensemble biclustering approach by excluding noise from the consensus matrix, as this filtering sets low consensus scores to zero. Theoretically, applying TOM is expected to increase the robustness of the consensus scores by not only taking into account pairwise co-occurrence of the genes within a biclustering solution, but by also accounting for their joint co-occurrence with other genes. This effect was, however, less obvious from our results. Rather, compared to using a non-transformed or pruned consensus matrix, applying TOM seems to lower the agreement between the consensus and the original QDB-solutions, as indicated by the lower agreement and redundancy measures.
The effect of using different graph clustering methods on the quality metrics is illustrated in Figure 2B (contains results for the pruned consensus matrix). We observe that both AP and fuzzy clustering show the best trade-off between removing redundancy while still agreeing largely with the original QDB-solutions (with a redundancy score of 0.84 and an average agreement of 70% with the original QDB-solutions). However, compared to AP, consensus clusters obtained with fuzzy clustering have a higher coverage for query-genes, a better functional coherence and a more pronounced modularity. Supplementary Figure S3 indeed shows that the clustered consensus matrix obtained with fuzzy clustering shows a more consistent block-diagonal structure than that obtained with other cluster algorithms.
As the combination of the pruning transformation with the fuzzy clustering outperformed the other methods for the used quality criteria, we used this combination in the subsequent application.
Comparison of the ensemble strategy with standard query-based biclustering
Here, we compared our 'split-and-merge ensemble strategy' ('QDB-ensemble') with alternative ways of applying query-based biclustering on the same input gene list. We compared with a first alternative strategy, referred to as 'QDB-split'. Here, QDB is also applied to each gene of the query-list separately, using a resolution sweep. However, instead of merging the different results obtained after the resolution sweep in a gene-specific consensus matrix, only one representative solution is withheld using the AIC (see Section 3). Resulting biclustering outcomes of single querygenes are not further merged as is done in 'QDB-ensemble'. As a second alternative strategy we used 'QDB-nosplit': here the average expression profile of all genes in the list is considered as the query-profile. In contrast to both previous strategies, the genes in the query-list are not treated separately. Here also, only one representative solution from the resolution sweep is chosen based on the AIC (see Section 3). As a last alternative strategy we used 'QDBpartialsplit': instead of relying on the average profile of all genes in the query list, we used here subsets of coexpressed query-genes from which the average query-profile was derived. These subsets were obtained by clustering the expression profiles of the query genes over all conditions (K-means clustering). For each query-profile, one representative solution from the resolution sweep is chosen based on AIC (see Section 3). Here also, resulting biclustering outcomes for the query-gene subsets are not merged. We compared the outcome of these different QDB-strategies using 'functional coherence' and 'coverage' to assess the biological relevance of the obtained biclusters and the extent to which they contain genes from the input list. In addition, we assess the extent to which the biclusters obtained with a single strategy are mutually redundant ('overlap' measure). The results are summarized in Table 1 . These results illustrate that when dealing with input lists containing genes that are heterogeneous in their expression profiles, it is absolutely necessary to apply query-based biclustering to each gene of the query-list separately instead of using an average queryprofile. Indeed, if the QDB-algorithm is initialized with an average profile of too many genes no output is obtained ('QDB-nosplit') ( Table 1 , 'Coverage'). Even when using as a query the average profile of genes that are similar in expression ('QDB-partialsplit'), results in terms of the coverage for query-genes were inferior to those obtained for 'QDB-ensemble' and 'QDB-split', suggesting that the obtained results largely depend on which genes were combined to calculate the average profile.
Among the strategies that use each gene of the query-list separately, 'QDB-ensemble' outperforms 'QDB-split': compared to the latter, the former significantly reduces the number of biclusters while increasing at least slightly the coverage of the query-genes. The lower redundancy is due to the ensemble strategy: the relatively larger number of biclustering results obtained by 'QDB-split' showed indeed to be partially redundant (Table 1 , 'Overlap'). The higher coverage on the other hand probably relates to circumventing the thresholding of the resolution parameter based on the AIC criterion.
Circumventing this thresholding, however, comes at the cost of reducing the functional coherency of the biclusters (Table 1 , 'Functional coherency'). Indeed, by retaining all solutions from the resolution sweep, 'QDB-ensemble' also retains the bicluster solutions that are not as tightly coexpressed (relaxation of the resolution parameter) and as such functional coherency values for the obtained biclusters are slightly lower than the ones obtained for 'QDB-split' and 'QDB-partialsplit'.
Comparison with state-of-the-art biclustering
The advantage of a query-based strategy over a global biclustering approach that searches for global patterns in the data is illustrated in Table 2 . Here, we compared the results of our ensemble query-based biclustering strategy to the results of state-of-the-art biclustering algorithms SAMBA (Tanay et al., 2002) and ISA (Ihmels et al., 2004) , which were applied to the same E.coli expression dataset. For the ISA-algorithm we took advantage of the 'smart seeding' option to initialize the algorithm with the genes from the query-list. For both methods default parameter settings were used.
These results illustrate that for global biclustering approaches, it is difficult to balance query-gene coverage and bicluster quality. Same evaluation metrics as in Table 1 were used. In addition to these evaluation metrics we also calculated the 'Biclusters with query (%)' to get an idea of the number of biclusters obtained that were not relevant for the query-list.
Indeed, as the biclusters containing the query-genes are most likely not all the most prominent ones in the dataset, increasing querygene coverage requires lowering the stringency of the coexpression quality measures defined by the global strategies, resulting in many biclusters with a lower quality and functional enrichment (SAMBA).
In our results it seems that ISA when using default settings searches for high-quality biclusters (high functional over-representation), but misses many query-genes. Whereas SAMBA under default settings works in a regime that allows for a higher coverage of query-genes, but with biclusters of much lower quality. By focusing its search strategy on the query-genes, query-based approaches find a better trade-off in obtaining a high coverage and quality (the latter assessed by functional enrichment).
A ChIP-chip case study
Chromatine immunoprecipation in combination with microarray technology (ChIP-chip) is increasingly being used to measure protein-DNA interactions in vivo. Being a high-throughput technology, ChIP-chip data inevitably gives rise to false positives. In addition, the technology fails to distinguish non-functional from functional binding (Wade et al., 2007) . Hence ChIP-chip experiments need to be backed up by expression data that provide information on whether the identified target genes are indeed being regulated by the bound TF. We applied the proposed workflow to presumed FNR-targets obtained by ChIP-chip analysis (see Section 3) (Grainger et al., 2007) . In this experiment binding of FNR under anaerobic conditions was evaluated, yielding a list of 90 query-genes containing 26 known FNR-targets (Gama-Castro et al., 2008) . For 44 out of the 90 query-genes, biclusters could be retrieved that were efficiently merged into 17 consensus biclusters (Supplementary  Table S1 ). These 17 biclusters cover 61 of the 90 ChIP-chip targets, amongst which 24 known FNR-targets (Supplementary Table S2 ).
In what follows we use the results of these consensus biclusters to interpret the results of the FNR ChIP-chip experiment, i.e. to distinguish within the list of possible ChIP-chip targets the functional from the non-functional or false positive ones and to pinpoint likely false negative targets that were not recovered by the ChIP-chip experiment. Figure 3 represents 4 biclusters chosen based on their enrichment for ChIP-chip targets (bicluster 5 and 12) and/or a high coverage for previously described FNR-targets (bicluster 10 and 16) (Supplementary Table S1 ). We chose these criteria as they suggest that the ChIP-chip targets within these biclusters are functional targets. We indeed expect that ChIP-chip targets within biclusters enriched for the ChIP-chip list constitute functional targets as they (Lemmens et al., 2009) . A colored square on top of the heatmap indicates that a condition belongs to a particular conditional category. (B). Overview of the content of the 4 consensus biclusters in terms of the number of ChIP-chip targets (top) and previously described FNR-targets (bottom). Stacked bars represent the proportion of transcription units (TUs) in the consensus bicluster belonging to a certain category. In the top bar chart 'Known' represents ChIP-chip targets that are documented to be regulated by FNR according to RegulonDB (Gama-Castro et al., 2008) , 'Novel' the ChIP-chip targets that are no documented regulators of FNR and 'No target' refers to the remainder of the TUs in the bicluster that were not identified by ChIP-chip. Consensus biclusters indicated with an asterisk are significantly enriched in ChIP-chip targets. In the bottom bar chart TUs are grouped according to the regulatory mode of FNR (repressor, activator or dual regulator) and 'No target' here refers to the TUs that are not documented to be regulated by FNR according to RegulonDB. are not only bound by the same TF but also mutually coexpressed. As can be expected consensus biclusters 5 and 12, both of which are significantly enriched in the ChIP-chip targets, are indeed mainly composed of conditions that measure the effect of oxygen (Fig. 3A) and show a high coverage for known FNR-targets (Fig. 3B) . In total, these consensus biclusters covered 24 FNR ChIP-chip targets of which 7 novel ones, not documented in RegulonDB (Gama-Castro et al., 2008) . In addition they contained 14 previously described FNR-targets that were missed by the ChIP-chip analysis (false negatives).
The two other biclusters in Figure 3 , consensus bicluster 10 and 16, are not enriched in the ChIP-chip targets, but show a high coverage of previously described FNR-targets (Supplementary  Table S1 ). In addition, they are just like biclusters 5 and 12 enriched in oxygen-related conditions (Fig. 3) . Interestingly, the expression pattern of the genes within bicluster 16 is anti-correlated to that of the genes in the ChIP-chip enriched consensus biclusters (Fig. 3A) . This anti-correlated behaviour reflects the different mode of action of the dual regulator FNR, which acts as an activator on the targets of the ChIP-chip enriched consensus biclusters 5 and 12 and as a repressor on consensus bicluster 16 (Fig. 3B) .
The distinct expression behaviour of the genes in consensus bicluster 10 can be explained by joint regulation of the genes within this consensus bicluster by NsrR and FNR (Gama-Castro et al., 2008) , which also explains the presence of nitrosating conditions within this consensus bicluster (Fig. 3A) . Similarly to consensus bicluster 16 the genes within this consensus bicluster not retrieved by the ChIP-chip experiment are also known to be repressed by FNR. Seemingly the conditions used in the set up of Grainger et al. (2007) were biased towards selecting positively regulated targets (bicluster 5 and 12), but missed most of the repressed targets (bicluster 10 and 16). Together these consensus biclusters 10 and 16 contained 3 ChIP-chip targets of which 1 novel one [i.e. not documented as an FNR-target in RegulonDB (Gama-Castro et al., 2008) ] and 7 additional previously described FNR-targets not retrieved by the ChIP-chip experiment (Fig. 3B) .
The remaining 33 ChIP-chip targets belong to biclusters not enriched with genes from the ChIP-chip experiment, nor having a high proportion of known FNR-targets. For these targets the results are less conclusive. Six of these ChIP-chip targets are known FNR-targets according to RegulonDB (Supplementary Table S2 ). Considering that many targets of FNR perform global cellular functions, it is indeed possible that due to pleiotropic functions of these genes some FNR-targets end up in biclusters not having a high coverage for known FNR-targets. However, we can expect a large proportion of these 33 genes to correspond to false positives or nonfunctional targets. Not only because of the ChIP-chip procedure itself, but also because of the way the ChIP bound regions were mapped to the genes: the presence of a ChIP bound region located in the intergenic region between two divergently transcribed genes does not automatically imply that both genes are transcriptionally regulated by the bound TF (Gao et al., 2004) .
DISCUSSION
In this article, we developed an ensemble approach to be used in combination with query-based biclustering methods for the interrogation of expression compendia with a list of experimentally derived genes.
The method exploits the possibility some query-based biclustering methods offer to explore a whole range of thresholds that influence the bicluster size. Instead of having to choose the 'best bicluster with the most optimal coexpression level' based on some user-defined ad hoc criteria, our ensemble approach merges the results of the multiple runs in a single consensus matrix, whereby genes that were repeatedly retrieved at multiple biological resolutions will receive a higher weight to belong to the same consensus cluster. The ensemble approach thus offers a statistically inspired way to merge the outcomes for different thresholds on coexpression.
The ensemble approach is also devised to cope with the 'split-andmerge strategy' that is needed when using a query-list containing genes with different expression behaviour as input. The ensemble strategy is used to merge the partially redundant biclusteringoutcomes that were obtained by running query-based biclustering on each of the genes of the query-list separately. Query-genes with a very similar profile will result in highly redundant biclustering results, while query-genes with a profile very different from that of the other query-genes will result in unique but equally interesting biclusters. Therefore, the ensemble strategy is designed to reduce redundancy of the obtained solutions, while at same time maintaining to a maximal extent the distinct solutions that were present in the query-based biclustering outcomes of the individual query-genes. This application of an ensemble-based strategy is inherently different from its traditional use where it is mainly meant to increase accuracy of clustering results by searching for genes that were found frequently coexpressed over multiple runs (Monti et al., 2003; Strehl and Ghosh, 2002) .
The ensemble approach was validated using different evaluation metrics that assess both the agreement with the original biclustering solutions as the quality of the consensus biclusters independent of these query-based biclustering outcomes. We tested the influence of using different transformations of the consensus matrix in combination with different graph clustering methods on the quality of the consensus biclusters. While all tested combinations of matrix transformations and graph clustering methods resulted in consensus biclusters that recapitulate the original query-based biclustering solutions and reduce redundancy, using fuzzy clustering to extract consensus clusters from a pruned consensus matrix gave the overall best results.
Further, we showed that whenever dealing with an input set of which at least some of the genes are expected to have a strongly different expression profile, the ensemble based 'split-andmerge strategy' clearly outperforms other strategies of using querybased biclustering in identifying biologically relevant biclusters. Biclustering results are in general also more focused, with a higher coverage in query-genes, when compared to those obtained with any other global biclustering approach.
To illustrate how query-based biclustering in combination with our ensemble approach can be used to interrogate a gene expression compendium with own experimental data, we applied it to an FNR ChIP-chip case study. By combining the ChIP-chip list with the public data we could obtain a view on its quality: not only could the analysis point out potential false positive ChIP-chip targets, but it also showed that most of the targets repressed by FNR were missing from the ChIP-chip list.
